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[December 20, 2001]

Please forgive me for beginning with a little serious 
matter.  It seems that no matter where we may be in Japan or 
overseas, especially in December and January when we have 
a number of  chances to meet people, there is a cardinal rule 
that we should not talk about politics or religion with people 
at a fi rst meeting.  I do not remember exactly when, where 
or who taught me that.  However I have met people with 
whom I later became friends, who seemed to ignore this rule 
and did not hesitate to ply me with questions about politics 
and religion when we fi rst met.  Perhaps you have had similar 
experiences.

After a ten-year interval, I visited Venezuela in 1996 and 
met a sister and brother of  a Jewish family.  I happened to 

Letter from New Zealand (21) Hello From Aotearoa

Yayoi SOTOISHI (Japan) yayoi@hello.to

spend Christmas night with the family.  Of  course they had 
no connection with Christmas and did not celebrate the holi-
day. But I have never forgotten the questions that the father 
innocently asked.  He wondered why Japanese people had 
celebrations at Christmas time even though they had a won-
derful religion, Buddhism.

How could you answer such a question?  He did not actu-
ally criticize anybody but just expressed wonder.  Nor did he 
really ask me to explain, at which I felt relief  since I had no 
ideas about it.  But this experience gave me the chance to 
start thinking about Buddhism in Japan.

I was born and brought up in Japan so that I have never 
been taught religion at school.  On the other hand, I learned 

(Cont. page 3)
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about Japanese political institutions in the social studies cur-
riculum and the principle of  the separation of  the state 
and religion is fi xed in my mind.  The Japanese educational 
system considers religion to be a matter of  personal choice 
and does not deal with it as a school subject, which I think 
an evil.  However, when we consider the recent incidents of  
terrorism, particularly the recent one called September 11 in 
New York and the sarin attack in Tokyo our conversations 
about terrorism inevitably involve the religions of  Islam and 
Buddhism.  And in Japan, to my surprise, whenever we speak 

of  Buddhism these days, people mention the sarin incident 

perpetrated by believers of  Aum Shinri-kyo.  I, who have 

little knowledge of  Aum Shinri-kyo, must explain that Bud-

dhism and the group of  Aum Shinri-kyo are completely dif-

ferent.

On the other hand, in Japan, it goes without saying that 

while both Christmas and Saint Valentine’s Day are based on 

Christian beliefs in the Western world, both of  the days are 

simply objects of  Japanese commercialism so that now we, 

Japanese people who are not Christian, have accepted the 

customs.  I am then led to wonder about Islamic customs and 

how they may be similar to or different from Christian ones.  
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yayoi@hello.to
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 Letter from New Zealand (21) Hello From Aotearoa (cont.)

I would appreciate comments on the subject from readers of  

this article.

In the previous version of  SW (No.32) Mr. Kiyosawa pro-

posed, “Call for Respect for Common Values in the World.”  

Thinking about the present state of  the world, unfortunately 

I would have said at fi rst that it doesn’t seem possible to have 

‘Common Values in the World’ and that this would be an 

empty dream.  However thinking of  recent scientifi c devel-

opments, quite a lot of  things considered impossible before 

have been realized. So that it may be too soon for me to 

say ‘No’ at this moment and we can continue to pursue our 

dreams. Underlying the recent travel boom, there must be 

various factors such as ‘Searching for something unusual in 

our daily life,’ ‘Interests in different cultures, arts and mat-

ters,’ ‘Historical interest’ and just simple curiosity.   In fact, 

the common element in all these factors seems to be curiosity 

about differences, doesn’t it?  If  we lost this curiosity about 

each other, we would not be able to cultivate friendship and 

mutual understanding.  Could it be only me who wants to 

know about the true Islamic culture?

[Translated by: Y. TSUKUDA]
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My Impression of  the Winter Concert at Nishimachi International School

Mariko ABE (15)

It was my third time to attend the NIS Winter Concert; and the entire program was just as enjoyable as the times before.

This time, while the world situation is in a state of  confusion caused by such recent disasters as the WTC terrorist attack 

in the United States, I had the impression that many of  the songs on the program had been selected because they expressed 

the wish for peace.  Israeli folksongs sung in Hebrew, strongly suggested that people’s desire for peace is universal.  Each time 

I have attended this concert, I felt that the music was very enjoyable and moving, but this year especially I sensed a strong 

sentiment of  “peace.”

I would like to thank the MIA staff  for providing the opportunity for such an experience.

[Translated by: H. KANAI]

Nishimachi International School (NIS) Winter Concert 

Nobuhito KIYOSAWA

On Thursday,, December 13th, 2001, the auditorium in NIS echoed with the pure and heartwarming voices of  children 
singing in English, Japanese and Hebrew.

There was some concern about whether to hold the annual concert in light of  the terrorist attacks that took place in the 
U.S., but “ The Winter Concert in 2001 “ went ahead as usual.

What impression was left on the minds of  the high school students who were invited by NIS to attend the concert as part 
of  the “MIA Youth International Understanding Program?”
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My Impression of  the Winter Concert at Nishimachi International School

Kazumi UEHARA (15)

I attended the Winter Concert for the fi rst time with my friend.  Usually, I listen to the latest hits by the likes of  Madonna 

or the Backstreet Boys, and it was the fi rst time I’ve listened to choir music sung by students of  the same generation, and I 

enjoyed it a lot.

Although the language was different, the way the students sang was much the same as Japanese students, and this was an 

amusing surprise for me, because I was expecting a completely different experience.  Unconsciously, I think I tend to notice 

the difference in the colour of  people’s skin, eyes, hair or language, causing an unnecessary inferiority complex or creating a 

sense of  segregation.  However, as I listened to the concert, I strongly felt that I should change my thinking from now on.  

Every NIS student sings, laughs and chats and probably spends everyday life exactly the same way as the average Japanese 

student does. “We are the same human beings” and that is a very natural fact, which I have not truly recognized.

I made up my mind to meet foreign people face to face from now on, without fearing the differences in our physical 

appearance or language.  As I saw students yawning, arguing or whispering and laughing with each other on the stage, I was 

delighted to realize that the NIS students are so similar to us - “we are the same.”

[Tanslated by: H. KANAI]
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[December 19]

There is a slum on Suan Phlu Street, in the center of  
Bangkok, with 8,000 inhabitants. Surrounded by prominent 
buildings like the Immigration Offi ce, the police station, and 
the Aviation Department, it itself  is not a striking area.  You 
may miss it when walking along the street.

Suan Phlu Nursery School is taking care of  180 children 
from the slum.  They all seem to be Thai, for there’s no such 
race as “Slum” (a joke).  The children are very friendly.  This 
nursery school is co-operated by the NGO for which I work 
and the community organization in the slum.  Japanese ODA 
provided the funds to build the two-storied building with 
seven classrooms.

A boy whose nickname is Sansan has a Japanese father.  
Can you guess why he is named that way?  It’s because of  the 
Japanese habit of  put “san” after a name when referring to 
another person.  Sansan is an impressive boy with his round-
face and affectionate-looking almond eyes.  He likes to play 
with building blocks and draw pictures.  He seems artistic but 
his dream for the future is “to be a soldier.”

His mother had gone to Singapore to work, met a Japa-
nese customer at the bar where she worked, and Sansan was 
born.  She ran away from home two months after she had 
the baby boy in Suan Phlu.  We have no knowledge about his 
father except that he is Japanese.

Sansan was taken care of  by an old lame woman in his 
neighborhood.  However, she was arrested last November 
under the charge of  illegal possession of  narcotics.  After 
that, he was taken to a home near the nursery school.

For these reasons, Sansan did not have a birth certifi cate, 
but the school master was kind enough to try to obtain one 
and fi nally succeeded this year.  The next step is to acquire 
nationality.  Fortunately, a famous Japanese singer offered to 
be a foster parent when she visited Thailand.  I’m happy that 
Sansan is supported by the goodwill of  various people.

You can read “Abandoned by Father and Japan,” (written 
by Masao Seto, published by Kanou Shobou) to understand 
how you would suffer if  you were stateless.  Mr. Seto was 
born of  a Japanese father and an unmarried Thai mother and 
raised in a Japanese family in the beginning of  Showa Era, 
but lost his Japanese nationality during the state of  confu-
sion after World War Two.  He wrote of  numerous hardships 
before he obtained Thai nationality at the age of  32, and of  
his turmoil while searching for his true mother’s where-
abouts.

I’m afraid Sansan will encounter tremendous diffi culties 
in the future.  Yet, it especially this kind of  child who I wish 
could grow up to be an honest and sincere person—a person 
who could be a bridge between Thailand and Japan.

[Translated by: M. KAWASHIMA]

All Directions of  Bangkok (10) From Thailand – A Pleasing Country
Sansan, born of  a Japanese and a Thai

Masami IWAFUNE (Japan)
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“Let’s Chat in Japanese”

If  you do not have any opportunity to speak it out in spite of  studying Japanese, or if  you want to make friends, and have 
an interest in discussion / exchanging of  opinions, you are welcome to join our LCJ, “Let’s Chat in Japanese,” meeting.  
We have intermediate and advanced levels.  Let’s have a great fun chatting in Japanese!!

Date: Saturdays, March 16, April 20 and May 18
Time: from 11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Place: Mita NN Hall, Space D, 4-1-23 Shiba, Minato-ku
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“hot dog”
“The cat and the rat ran”

“sei”

“sei” “sei” “sei”
“sei”
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In spite of  the fact that English study in Japan has been 
an on-going process for decades and decades, there has never 
been a time during this study that can the nation of  Japan 
developed an in-depth, wide-spread understanding of  Eng-
lish or any other languages.  Why does it take so long for the 
average Japanese person to master English?

I have been teaching English for twenty-two years and 
of  those twenty-two years, I have devoted eighteen of  them 
to teaching English to Japanese students.  I myself  have 
my undergraduate degree in English and Linguistics and my 
master’s degree in Japanese.  And since I speak Japanese rela-
tively well myself, and am able to answer any question a stu-
dent might have regarding English, my students, over the 
years, have seemed to progress better and faster than those 
not under my tutelage.  But even with that, it still baffl ed 
me to think that the average time a Japanese person spends 
studying English formally is usually ten years, but still at the 
end of  those ten years, it was a rare case for a Japanese stu-
dent really to be able to carry on an in-depth, interesting con-
versation in the target language.

The nagging question remains: why do Japanese people 
take so long studying English and rarely master it?  Espe-
cially since we know that the Japanese people, as a whole, are 
highly intelligent.  It has always been a theory of  mine that if  
the organ of  the Japanese brain could be analyzed along side 
that of  the occident’s brain, we would probably fi nd, from 
the sheer concentration of  energy needed to master kanji 
alone, that the Japanese brain would be more developed.  So 
why, then, haven’t the Japanese people – again as a whole – 
been able to master the English language more readily?

Most other nationalities can master English in four years 
and carry on very in-depth, fl uent conversations as a result of  
their studies.  Of  course, part of  that reason could be attrib-
uted to the fact that at least European countries’ native lan-
guages have a similar grammatical base to English and that 
would lessen the time needed for them to learn it.  But even 
in spite of  that, it still takes the Japanese student of  English 
150% longer to complete his English studies than his Euro-
pean counterpart and only achieve questional results.

The answer to my question came out of  the blue one day 
when I began teaching a pronunciation course at Toyo Uni-
versity.  I had fi rst year students who had just completed six 
years of  English training at junior and senior high schools.  
They were fresh and ready to learn.  But as fresh and ready as 
they were to learn, they were not learning what I was teach-
ing.  They tried, but it wasn’t working.  I would give an exam-
ple in class, “hot dog.”  But from their mouths would come, 
“hotto dohgu.”  If  I said, “The cat and the rat ran,” they 
would say, “za kyatto ando za latto lan.”  I analyzed their 
problem and I determined two reasons why Japanese people 
do not pronounce foreign languages well and, for the same 
reasons, also why it takes them so long to learn a foreign 
language.

1. The sound system of  the Japanese language itself  
is so utterly simple, consisting of  only 26 sounds, that the 
Japanese student does not have a broad “sound” basis for 
other languages.  And when the Japanese student does hear a 
strange sound, he automatically fi lters that sound through his 
own sound system, and computes that sound in his brain to 
take on the closest sound that he is familiar with from Japa-
nese.  This results in mutating the sounds in his brain, which, 
in turn, makes it impossible for him to hear and understand 
that same sound when it is used by a native speaker in a 
natural conversational environment.  But this is not the only 
reason.  Let’s take a look at number 2.

2. Japanese people learn other languages based upon 
the skills they have developed along the years to learn their 

English Study in Japan

L. O. VIDAHL

own language.  All language learners do this no matter what 
their nationality.  But as it happens, the Japanese language 
is a very, very visual language.  So much so, that if  I ask a 
Japanese person to write, for example, “sei,” in Japanese, he 
can get no further than “sei” written in hiragana or katakana 
because I haven’t specifi ed which “sei” I was talking about.  
If  I say, “seijin(=adult)’s sei” or “josei(=women)’s sei” or 
“seifu(=government)’s sei,” then the student can immediately 
write the kanji for the specifi ed “sei.”  (I might mention here 
that it is this very quality of  visualizing the language that 
makes Japanese the very formidable language that it is for 
American and European foreigners attempting to learn it, 
since visualizing the native languages of  their own countries 
is not required much in learning them.)  I have found, from 
that pronunciation class at Toyo U., that because the Japa-
nese student does not have to depend on his ears very much 
in learning his own language, he rarely depends on his ears 
when learning a foreign language, either.  Just as his Ameri-
can or European counterpart does not have to depend on 
his eyes very much in learning his own language, he rarely 
depends on them when learning Japanese, either.  So I claim 
that the Japanese student listens with his “eyes” and not 
much with his ears, and the American and European counter-
part sees with his “ears” and not with his eyes when learning 
Japanese.  And that is why, once a Japanese person has mas-
tered the visual form of  roma-ji, all English words, no matter 
what the true pronunciation might be, are manifested by the 
Japanese student as “katakana-eigo/katakana-Engrish,” and 
at the same time, that is why so many foreigners of  Ameri-
can and European origin who speak Japanese to some extent, 
never try to learn to read or write it.

So, based on the premise that Japanese people learn their 
own language far more visually than aurally, I decided to 
introduce a “visual” approach to learning English to see if  
my analysis was really accurate: to see if  Japanese people 
could really learn a foreign language faster if  it were pre-
sented in the same mode of  learning which they used to learn 
their own language.  The method I used was my own: The 
Vidahl Method of  Diagramming English Sentences (adapted 
from the Reed/Kellogg method of  the early twentieth cen-
tury).  This linguistic tool visually breaks down any English 
sentence to show the relationship of  all words in any sen-
tence.  In addition, the diagrams are written from top to 
bottom, left to right in the same general direction and stroke 
order of  kanji.

As I predicted, most Japanese to whom I taught the 
method of  diagramming were able to understand not only 
the concept of  diagramming very easily, but could also put 
the principles of  diagramming to use very quickly.  They 
began to “visualize” how to speak, read and write in English.  
And they began to do this very quickly.

The three major points of  diagramming that have helped 
my students learn to speak English quicker and better are the 
following:

1) be able to “see” the relationship of  all words in a sen-
tence quickly;

2) be able to decipher and understand even long, diffi -
cult written English at a glance;

3) be able to write and speak longer English sentences 
with far more ease and understanding.

Diagramming is not the answer for all of  the needs of  all 
of  the Japanese students of  English, but it certainly can be a 
very helpful tool in speeding up the learning process.
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The year 2002 is the 300th Anniversary since the 47 Ronin 
from Ako province broke into the residence of  KIRA to 
avenge their late Lord and became heroes of  Chushingura 
or examples of  loyal samurai.  Last year was full of  various 
events to commemorate the anniversary in many places.

Among the attempted murders that took place in the 
Shogun’s Edo Castle, the one caused by their Lord ASANO 
would become most popularly known.  There were two more 
attempts to kill others there.

In the year 1868 when the Edo Era ended and the Meiji 
Era began, a small Daimyo or feudal lord of  Shinano prov-
ince killed himself  in Edo Castle.  I would like to invite you to 
visit the tomb in Akasaka of  this lord who is almost anony-
mous today.

Do you remember Sambun-zaka slope in Akasaka (ref. 
SW # 19 in the series of  “Slopes in Akasaka”)?  At the foot 
of  this steep slope, turn left into the alley along the fence of  
Hotoku-ji temple, and you will soon reach Shutoku-ji temple 
at its end (7-6-29 Akasaka).  You can easily imagine the 
huge size of  the ancient compound of  this temple of  Rinzai 
Zen sect including the residential area of  today.  It was origi-
nally named Honko-ji temple in Odawara in 1541 founded 
by HOJO Ujimasa, lord of  Odawara Castle.  It was moved 
to Edo in 1594 then transferred again to Akasaka in 1642, 
where it has stood for some 360 years.  It is also one of  
the very few remaining temples related to the former lord 
of  Edo province before TOKUGAWA Ieyasu moved into 
Edo in 1590.  The daughter of  Ujiyasu, the third lord of  
the HOJO clan, had the temple reconstructed there and 
Shutoku-in, her nun’s name was adopted as the temple’s new 
name.

Shutoku-ji temple preserves 10 volumes of  records indi-
cating that, in 1550, the HOJO clan surveyed and registered 
the land lots within their territory in today’s suburbs of  
Odawara city.  These records serve nowadays as valuable 
materials to study how they administered the farming villages 
in those days.

You step forward passing the main hall on your right 
and are confronted by steeply ascending stone steps.  The 
graveyard extends on the top of  this small hill.  We run up 
these steps at a stretch.  Turning back at the entrance of  the 
graveyard, you fi nd that the temple is surrounded by high-
rise offi ce and apartment buildings that overlook the ancient 
feudal lords in rest.  This temple was dedicated to three 
Daimyo families.  Tombstones are mainly in the style of  rect-
angular pillars with a simple hat or a gable on top; large fi ve 
storied stupas accompany some of  them.

There are tombs for the 8th through 10th generations of  
lords and their wives of  the WAKEBE clan with 20,000-goku 
territories in Omi Province (today’s Shiga prefecture).  The 
WAKEBE clan was founded by Mitsuyoshi in Ise and was 

moved to Omi at the time of  Lord Mitsunobu, remaining 

there until the Meiji government set up the prefecture, con-

fi scating the former territories of  feudal lords at their 13th 

generation.

Their 9th lord Mitsuzane was famed as a wise monarch 

who made himself  a model to restore the economy of  the 

province and established a school for the children of  his 

retainers.  He passed away in 1808 in Edo at the age of  53 

Look into Minato City - The Tombs of  Feudal Lords (8)
Shutoku-ji Temple (A small Lord who killed himself  in Edo Castle)

Koichi NAKA (Japan)

and rests in peace under a gabled square tombstone inscribed 
with his posthumous name of  Taikan-in.

Next to the group of  tombstones for the WAKEBE 
family, there is the one for the OZEKI family of  18,000-goku 
in Shimotsuke province (today’s Tochigi prefecture).  The 
founder of  the clan became a renowned Buddhist priest 
and his wife was a daughter of  WAKEBE Mitsunobu. Her 
posthumous name is inscribed Shousei-in.  Nearer to the 
entrance of  the graveyard, a group of  tombs for the HORI 
clan of  10,000-goku of  Shinano Suzaka (today’s Suzaka city 
in Nagano prefecture) is remarkable with many stone stupas 
for the lords, their wives and children.  The HORI family 
was formerly named OKUDA and served their lord HORI 
in Echigo province.  Naomasa was awarded the family name 
HORI for his meritorious service at the Osaka battlefi eld 
for the TOKUGAWA against the TOYOTOMI and became 
the founder of  the HORI family whose three sons branched 
out as castle owners in Echigo Sanjyo (today’s Sanjyo city in 
Niigata prefecture), Echigo Murakami (today’s Murakami city 
in Niigata prefecture) and Shinano Suzaka.

The 13th lord Naotora in Suzaka was a monarch with 
small territories of  only 10,000-goku and was ranked Tozama 
Daimyo—the third category of  Daimyo who contributed to 
the glory of  the TOKUGAWA just before Ieyasu became 
Shogun.  In spite of  his distanced position from the Shogun 
as a small Tozama Daimyo, he was allowed unusual promo-
tions and became one of  the important ministers in charge of  
foreign affairs during the last part of  the Edo Bakufu admin-
istration.  But shadows usually accompany light.  He ended 
by killing himself  in the annex building of  Edo Castle when 
he was 33 years old.

Naotora succeeded to the lordship when his elder brother 
retired in 1861.  Then he executed 33 former leading fi gures 
of  his brother’s administration and achieved political reform.  
The Bakufu acknowledged his qualities and let him join its 
Cabinet.  He may have been a straightforward person who 
acts easily on impulse just like Lord ASANO.

In 1868, defeated in the battles of  Toba and Fushimi, the 
15th and last Shogun TOKUGAWA Yoshinobu fl ed to Edo 
for refuge .  On January 17, a meeting took place to search 
for strategies among Ministers of  Bakufu.  Arguments were 
heated between one party who insisted on fi ghting against 
the troops of  Satsuma and Chosu (present Kagoshima and 
Yamaguchi prefectures) and the other who suggested the 
Shogun show allegiance to the force supporting the Emperor. 
Naotora was among the latter and emphasized moral law by 
trying to reason with the Shogun.

Before a decision was reached at the Ministers’ meeting, 
Naotora killed himself  by harakiri inside the attached build-
ing of  the Edo Castle without warning.  The cause of  his 
sudden deed was not clarifi ed.  It might be that his sugges-
tion that the TOKUGAWA Shogunate surrender its de-facto 
administrative power to the Emperor had aroused the Sho-
gun’s wrath or that he worried that his HORI family would 
be wiped out because of  it.  KATSU Kaishu made a note 
about this incident in his diary that Minister Hori had gone 
insane.  The truth has remained veiled in the mist of  history.

A record kept in Shutoku-ji Temple, the family temple 
of  the Hori family, describes that at the tragic news of  the 
suicide of  Lord Hori on the day of  the incident, Buddhist 
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monks went to Edo Castle to claim his body on a piece of  
sliding wooden door.

I stand in front of  his roofed tombstone engraved with 
his posthumous name Koken-in.  Nothing is echoed from 
the past of  over 130 years.  Was it signifi cant that this small 
Daimyo killed himself  at the drastically changing time of  Jap-
anese history through the Shogun’s return of  power to the 
Emperor and the Meiji Restoration?  He rarely appears in the 
study of  the Japanese history.

Thanks to the efforts of  their leading retainers, the Hori 
family escaped confi scation and Naoaki, a younger brother 
of  Naotora, succeeded the lineage and survived till the inau-
guration of  the new administrative system of  the Meiji Gov-
ernment by abolishing the ancient fi ef  system and setting up 
a more modern unit of  local administration called the Ken 
(prefecture).

Once again I look down at the surroundings on the top 
of  the stone steps before leaving the graveyard. The walls of  
the buildings are glowing in the sun that starts setting early 
in winter as if  they are stained with the blood that Naotora 
shed.

[Translated by: Y. NAKANO]
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Profi le

Illustrator for South Wind:  Ms. Sanae MINATO

Editorial Room, South Wind

In this issue, we would like to introduce Ms. Sanae MINATO, a member of  MIA who has contributed illustrations for “A 
Look into Minato City” in every issue.

Self-introduction

VIVA MINATO:  Sanae MINATO (Japan)

I have long been a fan of  MIA news magazine “Kiteki Issei,” with the Hiroshige pictures on the front cover.  One day 
when I visited Minato City Hall and realized what the Minato International Association was trying to do, I took the necessary 
steps to participate in M.I.A. activities without hesitation.  Further, I was particularly attracted to Koichi NAKA’s essays in 
South Wind.  Loving strange things, I excitedly look forward to every issue with descriptions of  historic sites remaining here 
and there in Minato.

Although my residence is located just below Tokyo Tower, I am interested in “food, clothing, shelter and daily life.”  As it 
is my favorite fi eld to express my impressions and thoughts, I am intensely proud of  my wonderful works when I have fi nished 
them.  Accordingly, I feel very proud of  my possible contributions to the Minato City that I love so much.

Sanae’s life sketch

“You usually see only pictures of  tombs that I have illustrated.”

o I am a tableware maniac., My “children” (tableware) increase day by day.; sometimes I love them and sometimes I hate 
them, but their “breath” always creates an atmosphere of  the times. (illust. 1)

o I also want to express an abundance of  my own unique ideas through cooking and handicrafts without being tied to 
fi xed concepts.  I really believe that “you are what you eat” (illust. 2).

o As I have produced various handicraft-designs in my major fi elds such as fl ower-arrangements, knit-wear, quilting and 
personal ornaments, I have tried to show them in illustrations.  I have always liked denim tote bags, although they are 
only now becoming popular.  Blue fl owers were added to a bag (illust.. 3).

[Translated by N. NARITA]
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[December 16, 2001]

Since the 11th of  September, 795,763 tons of  building 

debris and 148,492 tons of  steel were removed from ground 

zero in Manhattan, New York.  The city is planning to build a 

new complex with a memorial for the victims, and hopes that 

it will become a place where people feel safe again.  Unfortu-

nately, we are still far from feeling safe.

About a month after the terrorists’ attacks, a case of  

anthrax in a 63-year old resident of  Florida, which resulted 

in death, planted another fear in our society.  There were 

additional anthrax victims in New York City and Washing-

ton, D. C. areas, and some suspicious envelopes containing 

anthrax viruses were found in mail.  This caused some of  us 

to believe that the U.S. was again under attack by terrorists.  

Although the Centers for Disease Control and prevention 

(CDC) and other governmental organizations have not iden-

tifi ed any new bio terrorism-related anthrax since these cases, 

bio terrorism is now considered a possible future threat to 

the U.S.

Until now, the CDC, is an agency that has probably been 

better known outside the U.S. than in its own country.  As 

people pay more attention to the investigation on the anthrax 

attacks, the CDC is gaining more public recognition in the 

U.S.

The CDC was fi rst opened in 1946 in the now deacti-

vated “Offi ce of  Malaria Control in War Areas,” on the sixth 

fl oor of  the Volunteer Building on Peachtree Street of  down-

town Atlanta.  The Center was named Communicable Dis-

ease Center (The CDC) until they changed the name to the 

Center for Disease Control in 1970, and then again to the 

Centers for Disease Control in 1980.  The CDC was fi rst 

established as a unit of  the Public Health Service (PHS) to 

protect the United States, its citizens, and returning armed 

forces; from tropical diseases, such as malaria.  In 1947, the 

CDC made a token cash payment of  $1 to Emory University 

for the legal transfer of  15 acres on Clifton Road, Atlanta, 

where the headquarters for the CDC is now located.

Since 1946, the CDC immunized millions of  children, 

eradicated smallpox, identifi ed new diseases such as AIDS, 

and investigated other deadly African viruses.  When threat-

ening outbreaks occur, the CDC is called to investigate.  

Their data and expertise save many lives worldwide.

The CDC also responds to emergencies both at home 

and overseas, including volcanic eruptions, fl oods, hurricanes, 

earthquakes, bombings, and other natural or technological 

A Letter from the U.S.A. (31) The CDC

Harumi STEPHENS

disasters.  The CDC provides technical assistance, assesses 

the availability of  health and medical care, prepares public 

health and safety messages, and conducts long-term studies 

to learn more about how environmental stresses affect our 

health.  Domestically, the CDC has responded to such disas-

ters as the terrorists’ attacks on the World Trade Center 

Buildings in New York City last fall, and the bombing of  the 

Federal Building in Oklahoma City in 1995.  Overseas, the 

CDC sent representatives to Tokyo in 1995 to assist with 

the disaster caused when the deadly chemical Sarin gas was 

released in the subway.

Today, amongst various threats from terrorists, more 

people are concerned about the possibility of  bioterrorism.  

Some experts suggest that smallpox, for example, is one of  

the possible materials the terrorists might choose for bioter-

rorism against the U.S.    It was 1977 when the last victim of  

smallpox was reported in Somalia.  When smallpox was erad-

icated, the vaccine was no longer needed and today, there is 

no production of  the vaccine in the U.S.  Since most doctors 

today have never encountered smallpox, they have no experi-

ence of  treating this disease, and we are therefore extremely 

vulnerable against such kinds of  bioterrorism.  If  we ever 

have to face such a crisis, the CDC is prepared to provide the 

virus sample they keep in their lab in order to produce a vac-

cine.  Their data and expertise will be our true lifesaver.  This 

is why the CDC is now getting more public attention, and 

after years of  being overlooked, the government is now will-

ing to spend money to improve their facilities.

The role of  the CDC today is much more than prevent-

ing communicable disease.  The CDC is neither a hospital 

nor primarily a laboratory.  Their job is to monitor public 

health status, conduct research, and promote healthy behav-

iour to improve and protect public health.  When the CDC 

sent crews to Zaire to fi ght Ebola, 250 people died of  the 

disease in a period of  fi ve to six weeks.  The CDC estimates 

that during those fi ve to six weeks, more than 4,000 people 

also died from AIDS, and 5,000 people died from suicide and 

homicides in the US alone.

While the CDC sees AIDS, violence, and smoking as 

major health threats to society, the budget for the programs 

to educate the public on these issues has been cut under the 

government’s policy to balance the budget.  The attention 

and the money the government is now willing to spend is 

well overdue.  Let us hope that the CDC will be with us for 

many more years to come, so we will have safer and healthier 

communities in the future.
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Post-script

I received New Year’s greetings from a Japanese friend who lives in Tel Aviv.  Witnessing the hatred that two tribes express 

against each other and constantly being scared by the terrorism, she feels more desperation than hope for peace to be estab-

lished there.  Yet, she says that she wouldn’t think of  leaving Israel.  In spite of  all these circumstances, every individual around 

her is so cheerful and so warmhearted that she is deeply attached to the people there.

Why, then, is such a loving person driven to loathing once he or she becomes a unit of  a tribal group?  I may pose this 

naïve question simply because I am too used to a stable peace in Japan.  Or is it an easy way of  thinking for one who has 

never been seriously attacked nor suffered from hunger or poverty?  There are people who are hardly living in an unimaginable 

misery.  Many are born to be far from human equality in this world.  On the other hand, many volunteers are sharing their 

good luck with those sad people by venturing into uncomfortable environments to help save them.

The contributors of  articles to South Wind write about various ways of  living and thinking of  different people from many 

countries.  We expect that these articles will lead us to overcome the obstacles that we fi nd diffi cult to digest through our 

familiar common sense in international intercourse, because I believe that we need defi nitely widen our sight to see the true 

causes of  the happiness and sadness of  others.

What triggers wars, terrorism, poverty and starvation?  What can we do to rid human society of  them?  Please don’t laugh 

at me for holding an idealistic ambition.  As long as everybody dreams of  a society where all the members live peacefully and 

smile at each other, isn’t it quite natural that we all go forward hand in hand in pursuit of  that dream?

Wishing that South Wind continues to reach your hearts warmly this year, we look forward to your active participation in 

making it a true intersection of  constructive opinions.

Editor in Chief: Yoshiko NAKANO
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“Let’s Rediscover Japan”

This program for rediscovering Japan is conducted in English.  Meetings are held monthly on the third Saturday.

Can you fully and confi dently express yourself  when discussing Japan and your own country?  There may be some things 
you have overlooked or features which you will want to reexamine after hearing someone else’s ideas.

Meetings include time for free discussion among participants.  Everyone is welcome.

Date: Saturdays, March 16, April 20 and May 18

Time: From 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Place: Mita NN Hall, Space D, 4-1-23 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo



Your Contribution is Welcome

By exchanging opinions with other people, who are from different cultures or backgrounds, in “South 
Wind,” we hope we are able to recognize the diversity of  our society and deepen our mutual understanding 
and friendship with each other. Please take full advantage of  this opportunity to express your opinions!  The 
Editorial Committee reserves the right accept, reject and/or edit articles submitted for publication.

1. Minato International Association reserves the right to publish all articles submitted for publication in South Wind 
on their website (http://www.minato-intl-assn.gr.jp).

2. Copyrights on all articles submitted for publication in South Wind become the sole property of  Minato Interna-
tional Association.

How to contribute: Please submit your essay written in Japanese, English or Chinese.

Send contributions to: South Wind Editorial Room; Minato International Association
Minato City Hall 8th Floor, 1-5-25 Shibakoen; Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8511
Fax:  03-3578-3537  E-mail:  s-wind@minato-intl-assn.gr.jp


